
Social media is a vital part of any organisation’s

communication strategy, and having a clear and easy-to-

use manual for social media use is the best way to

ensure that your social presence is consistent, strategic,

and always on brand. 

Use this template to create your own manual, which can

be accessed and utilised by anyone who is going to be a

user of your social media platforms.
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1. GOALS

Also consider targets or KPIs here. If you’re just starting out on

social media, it may be worth monitoring engagement for a few

months first to get a sense of your baseline. Then, you can set

some realistic goals regarding growth. These could be around

engagement, new followers, post frequency and more.

Use this area to highlight your brand’s objectives. These are the

broad, overarching goals that will remain basically consistent for

your company (i.e., they’re not connected to any specific

campaign, product, event, etc.)

To increase brand awareness

To build a community around Company A     

To generate new leads and business

Eg. The objectives of Company A’s social media platforms are:

Our social media targets are as follows:

Followers Engagement / post Reach / post

Q1            1000 +                              50                                      200

Q2           2000 +                             100                                     400

Q3           3500 +                             250                                     800

Q4           6000 +                            400                                    1500



2. AUDIENCE

existing customers / potential customers

decision makers / potentially influential / not influential

product area 1 / product area 2 / product area 3 

Use this area to define your audience. This should be detailed and

include segmentation of your audience. Audiences can be

segmented in a few different ways, for example:

Make extensive notes on each audience category. How are they

defined? What value to they have to your company? How are they

likely to be best reached?

3. PLATFORMS
Use this area to specifically lay out all platforms that your

company is active on. Include account names. Also make note of

who has access to these platforms / who is responsible for them.

This may be something that requires updating if your business

grows or you hire new staff.

Facebook – Company A

LinkedIn – Company A

Instagram – @company_a

Eg. We currently have 3 active social media platforms:



4. VOICE & TONE
Use this area to describe your company’s tone on social media

channels. Some words you may like to use:

Eg. "Copy on our platforms is motivational and informative

about our services. We avoid industry jargon and prefer to speak

to a general audience. We speak in the plural first person – e.g.

‘we believe’. We utilise questions to draw in audience

engagement."

Conversational   

Informative     

Fun      

Motivational

Inspirational   

Witty     

Formal

Again, include as much detail as you can. Examples of ‘ideal’

posts are good to include, as descriptions are sometimes not as

illustrative as the real thing. 

You can also differentiate tones between platforms if you’d like.

For example, you may be more chatty and fun on Instagram, and

more formal and business-like on LinkedIn.

Company A

We are excited to share that our brand new series of
workshops is launching NEXT WEEK

Make sure you've registered your interest so that you can join
us to become the best version of your business-self...

#pumped



5. STYLE GUIDE

Use this section to make notes on spelling and grammar. 

Establishing these rules helps to make your channels consistent

and clean.

Capitalisation – is your
company name always
capitalised?

Acronyms – do you
acronyms, or spell them
out?

Punctuation – should
normal rules apply to your
posts?

Quotations – single or
double quotation marks?



5. POST FREQUENCY 
Use this section to set out a guide for how often you will post on

different channels. This may be updated if you decide what you

originally stated here was too much / not enough.

Facebook: 3-4 times a week

LinkedIn: Once a week

Instagram: 2-3 times a week

Eg. We post at the following frequency:

A good thing to remember here is balance. This means that your

social media use should be equally distributed between:

33.3%

33.3%

33.3%

Creation: Creating your

own content that you

develop

Sharing: sharing and

promoting content from

other relevant accounts

and sites

Interacting: liking,

commenting and

engaging with other

accounts



7. FORMATS
Use this section to describe how different types of posts should

appear. For example, should all posts advertising an event begin

with the event name in capitals? Should links be embedded

within the text of a post? This helps with visual consistency and

brand recognition. 

Include some examples of ideal posts to help demonstrate

formats in action.

8. CALLS-TO-ACTION

Calls-to-action are for generating new

business, encouraging social media

users to click through to your

company’s website and elsewhere.

Use this section to set out some

information on CTAs – how often will

they be used? What kind of posts

should include CTAs?

For events, Company A uses the following format for posts: 

~ WATCH NOW ~ our CEO is live chatting with Big Business

Interviewer



9. HASHTAGS

How many hashtags to include on posts

Any hashtags that are connected to your company or to

specific products/services

Any hashtags that should be avoided

Use this section to set out some guidelines on using hashtags.

This can include information such as:

10. EMOJIS

Use this section to note how

your company is planning to use

emojis (if at all). On what

platforms? In the middle of text,

or only at the end? Any emojis

that should be avoided? Can

emojis replace punctuation in

any instances?



11. IMAGES & DESIGN

Include some information on the colour palate and fonts of all

company accounts. This will be particularly important for

Instagram which is more focused on visuals. This can develop

over time and this section may need to be updated, but some

guidelines from the start will help with consistency and

aesthetics.

A great company doing amazing things.
company-a.com.au

Company A

company_a



12. INTERACTIONS

Check the content is relevant to Company A’s objectives.     

Ensure that when sharing content, the original creator is

credited.

Check that the link you are sharing can be viewed by others –

i.e., is not behind a paywall.

Never share content from a competitor company."

Eg. "Company A should aim to comment on and like content

from other channels daily. We should also share relevant

content as often as possible. When sharing:

  

Make notes on how your company should interact, and also what

not to do. The aim is to show users of your social channels the

best way to use platforms, and to empower them to post in a way

that is appropriate. However, you also need to note what to do if

there is unfriendly content on your accounts.

Use this section to explain how your company’s social channels

will interact with other channels. Interactions are an important

way to increase engagement and build brand awareness, but they

can also be dangerous territory.



Use this section to explain how you plan to measure your success.

How often will someone compile a report on social media

analytics? What kind of metrics are of the most interest to you?

For example, you may not be overly concerned with your

Facebook Page Views and prefer to focus on Actions on Page. 

Most platforms include in-built insights now, so it’s generally as

easy as pulling data from these. Then, organisations should look

at how you can track what kind of content performs better, and

how you can alter your approach to consistently produce the

most engaging posts.

13. MEASURING SUCCESS



YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA

CHECKLIST

Set brand goals

Define your
audience

Note your
platforms

Describe
company voice

Guidelines on
hashtags

Guidelines on
emojis

Develop image &
design guides

Set rules on
interactions

Establish style
guide

Decide on post
frequency

Describe formats

Decide on CTAs

Describe how to
measure success



DONE!

YOU'RE READY TO
KICK YOUR SOCIAL

MEDIA GOALS

BROUGHT  TO  YOU  BY  

 Remember to come back to your manual periodically to

make sure that it is still working for your brands objectives

and targets.


